CASE STUDY: CONSTRUCTION AND DESIGN FIRM
Cyber Guardian implemented a complete
overhaul of an IT infrastructure and support for their client.

Meeting the Client
The client is a medium-sized modular construction
and design firm with offices in three states,
employees throughout the world who work

endpoint protection, network upgrading and
generally consulted on ways to make their network
better connected for a smoother workflow. We also
put together a cloud-based backup plan in the
case of a disaster.

remotely and a large manufacturing plant. They

Process

sought out a new IT solution because they were
having issues with their cybersecurity and a
lackluster technical team, which created

After onboarding, the client was set up with a new

roadblocks, both internally and externally.

network, next-generation firewall, remote

The client’s then-current IT provider was strictly

When phishing emails spiked, we deployed a

operational from 9am to 5pm Eastern Standard
Time, Monday through Friday and provided no
support after hours or on weekends, which was
unacceptable for the way their business practices
were structured. In addition to this problem, there
were no proactive cybersecurity measures in
place.

Proposed Solutions
After meeting with the client and discussing the
issues they were having with their managed IT
company, Cyber Guardian Consulting Group
(CGCG) proposed a change to their IT structure
and support. CGCG began to implement a
complete overhaul to the IT offered to the client.
We took on the management of all their IT
functions in their Manhattan office and provided
co-managed support with the clients Technology
Department in their office/manufacturing plant,
acting as a Tier IV Helpdesk. We offered a range of

management, and endpoint detection software.
multi-layered system to prevent spam, spoofing,
and other business email compromise attacks. In
addition, we began to manage all aspects of the IT
structure and implemented new products that
allowed for better team interaction and
connectivity.

Results
The firm has not only saved IT expenses due to our
expertise, but they now have proactive safeguards
against cyberattacks, as well as a comprehensive
disaster recovery plan. They trust us to remediate
any issues that may arise around the clock and
have a better feeling about any IT events that
could arise. Since beginning our work with the
company, our relationship has grown exponentially.
We are now consulting on any IT-related
purchasing and have been consulted on foreign
ventures the company is exploring that rely heavily
on technology to function.
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